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Modelling a large collection of functional time series arises in a broad spectral of real applica-
tions. Under such a scenario, not only the number of functional variables can be diverging with,
or even larger than the number of temporally dependent functional observations, but each func-
tion itself is an infinite-dimensional object, posing a challenging task. In this paper, we propose
a three-step procedure to estimate high-dimensional functional time series models. To provide
theoretical guarantees for the three-step procedure, we focus on multivariate stationary pro-
cesses and propose a novel functional stability measure based on their spectral properties. Such
stability measure facilitates the development of some useful concentration bounds on sample
(auto)covariance functions, which serve as a fundamental tool for further convergence analysis
in high-dimensional settings. As functional principal component analysis (FPCA) is one of the
key dimension reduction techniques in the first step, we also investigate the non-asymptotic prop-
erties of the relevant estimated terms under a FPCA framework. To illustrate with an important
application, we consider vector functional autoregressive models and develop a regularization
approach to estimate autoregressive coefficient functions under the sparsity constraint. Using
our derived non-asymptotic results, we investigate convergence properties of the regularized es-
timate under high-dimensional scaling. Finally, the finite-sample performance of the proposed
method is examined through both simulations and a public financial dataset.

Keywords: functional principal component analysis, functional stability measure, high-dimensional
functional time series, non-asymptotics, sparsity, vector functional autoregression.

1. Introduction

In functional data analysis, it is commonly assumed that each measured function, treated
as the unit of observation, is independently sampled from some realization of an under-
lying stochastic process. Functional time series, on the other hand, refers to a collection
of curves observed consecutively over time, where the temporal dependence across ob-
servations exhibits. The literature has mainly focused on univariate or bivariate func-
tional time series, see, e.g., Hörmann and Kokoszka (2010); Cho et al. (2013); Panaretos
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and Tavakoli (2013); Hörmann, Kidziński and Hallin (2015); Jirak (2016); Li, Robin-
son and Shang (2020) and the reference therein. Recent advances in technology have
made multivariate or even high-dimensional functional time series datasets become in-
creasingly common in many applications. Examples include cumulative intraday re-
turn trajectories (Horváth, Kokoszka and Rice, 2014) and functional volatility pro-
cesses (Müller, Sen and Stadtmüller, 2011) for a large number of stocks, daily concen-
tration curves of particulate matter and gaseous pollutants at different locations (Li
et al., 2017), and intraday energy consumption curves for thousands of London house-
holds (available at https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/smartmeter-energy-use-data-in-
london-households). These applications require understanding relationships among a rel-
atively large collection of functional variables based on temporally dependent functional
observations.

Throughout the paper, suppose we observe p-dimensional vector of functional time
series, Xtp¨q “

`

Xt1p¨q, . . . , Xtpp¨q
˘T

for t “ 1, . . . , n, defined on a compact interval U .
Addressing multivariate or even high-dimensional functional time series problems poses
challenges and is largely untouched in the literature. Under such a scenario, not only
p is large relative to n, but each Xtjp¨q is an infinite-dimensional object with temporal
dependence across observations. A standard procedure towards the estimation of models
involving high-dimensional functional data consists of three steps. In the first step, due
to the infinite-dimensional nature of functional data, some form of dimension reduction,
e.g. data-driven basis expansion via functional principal component analysis (FPCA) or
its dynamic version (Hörmann, Kidziński and Hallin, 2015) and pre-fixed basis expan-
sion (Fan, James and Radchenko, 2015), is needed to approximate each Xtjp¨q by the
qj-dimensional truncation, which transforms the problem of modelling a p-dimensional
vector of functional time series into that of modelling (

řp
j“1 qj)-dimensional vector time

series. The second step involves the estimation under a high-dimensional and dependent
setting, where some lower-dimensional structure is commonly imposed on the model
parameter space. One large class assumes sparse function-valued parameters involved
in high-dimensional functional time series models. Under functional sparsity constraints,
the first step results in the estimation of block sparse vector- or matrix-valued parameters
in the second step, where different regularized estimation procedures can be developed in
a blockwise fashion, see, e.g., under an independent setting, Fan, James and Radchenko
(2015); Kong et al. (2016) and Qiao, Guo and James (2019). Finally, for interpretation
and prediction, the third step recovers functional sparse estimates from those block sparse
estimates obtained in the second step.

The essential challenge to support such three-step estimation procedure is to pro-
vide theoretical guarantees in a range of high-dimensional settings, e.g., log p{n Ñ 0.
Within such high-dimensional statistics framework, one main goal is to obtain some non-
asymptotic results, i.e. error bounds on a given performance metric that hold with high
probability for a finite sample size n and provide explicit control on the dimension p
as well as other structural parameters. Compared with non-functional data, the intrin-
sic infinite-dimensionality of each process Xtjp¨q leads to a significant rise in theoretical
complexity of the problem, since one needs to develop some operator- and FPCA-based
non-asymptotic results for dependent processes within an abstract Hilbert space and to
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propose a dependence measure to capture the effect of temporal dependence on non-
asymptotic properties. The existing theoretical work mainly for the first step has focused
on studying its asymptotic properties by treating p as fixed under a moment-based de-
pendence structure (Hörmann and Kokoszka, 2010) or its non-asymptotic properties
under either an independent setting (Koltchinskii and Lounici, 2017; Qiao et al., 2020;
Araya Valdivia, 2020) or a special autoregressive structure (Bosq, 2000). These results,
however, are not sufficient to evaluate the performance of the three-step procedure in a
high-dimensional regime with a general dependence structure. Such a challenging task
motivates us to develop some essential non-asymptotic results under the setting we con-
sider, which fills the gap between practical implementation and theoretical justification
and forms the core of our paper.

A key innovation in our paper is to propose a functional stability measure for a
large class of stationary Gaussian processes, tXtp¨qu, based on their spectral density
functions. Such stability measure provides new insights into the effect of temporal de-
pendence on theoretical properties of pΣh’s, the estimators for autocovariance functions
Σhpu, vq “ CovtXtpuq,Xt`hpvqu with h “ 0,˘1, . . . and pu, vq P U2, and, in particular,

facilitates the development of some novel concentration bounds on pΣh serving as a fun-
damental tool for further convergence analysis under high-dimensional scaling. Based on
these concentration bounds, we establish non-asymptotic error bounds on relevant esti-
mated terms under a FPCA framework so as to provide theoretical guarantees for our
proposed three-step procedure. Such concentration results can also lead to convergence
analysis of other possible high-dimensional functional time series models, e.g. those men-
tioned in Section A of the Supplementary Material (Guo and Qiao, 2022). It is worth
noting that the functional stability measure is fundamentally different from the direct
extension of the stability measure (Basu and Michailidis, 2015) to the functional do-
main. This is because, for truly infinite-dimensional functional objects, in contrast to the
functional analog of Basu et al.’s stability measure, which just controls the maximum
eigenvalue for spectral density functions of tXtp¨qu, the functional stability measure uti-
lizes the functional Rayleigh quotients of spectral density functions relative to Σ0 and
hence can more precisely capture the effect of small decaying eigenvalues. Such functional
stability measure also leads to non-asymptotic results of normalized versions of relevant
estimated terms, making the characterization of relevant tail behaviours more accurate
for small eigenvalues. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose such a
dependence measure for high-dimensional functional time series and rely on it to develop
some essential non-asymptotic results.

To illustrate the proposed three-step approach and the usefulness of the derived non-
asymptotic results with an important application, we consider vector functional au-
toregressive (VFAR) models, which characterize the temporal and cross-sectional inter-
relationships in tXtp¨qu. One advantage of a VFAR model is that it accommodates dy-
namic linear interdependencies in tXtp¨qu into a static framework within a Hilbert space.
Moreover, a sparse VFAR model facilitates the extraction of Granger causal networks
(Basu, Shojaie and Michailidis, 2015) under the functional domain. The VFAR estima-
tion is intrinsically a very high-dimensional problem, since, in the second step of our
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procedure, we need to fit a vector autoregressive (VAR) model, whose dimensionality,
p
řp
j“1 qjq

2, grows quadratically with
řp
j“1 qj . For example, estimating a VFAR model

of order 1 with p “ 20 and qj “ 5 requires estimating 1002 “ 10, 000 parameters. Under
high-dimensional scaling and the sparsity assumption on the functional transition matri-
ces, the second step requires to estimate a block sparse VAR model. We then propose the
regularized estimates of block transition matrices, on which the block sparsity constraint
is enforced via a standardized group lasso penalty (Simon and Tibshirani, 2012). Using
the derived non-asymptotic results, we show that the proposed three-step approach can
produce consistent estimates for sparse VFAR models in high dimensions.

Related literature. Our work lies in the intersection of high-dimensional statis-
tics, functional data analysis and time series analysis, each of which corresponds to a
vast literature, hence we will only review the most closely related intersectional work to
ours. (i) For high-dimensional independent functional data, regularization methods have
recently been proposed to estimate different types of functional sparse models, e.g., func-
tional additive regression (Fan, James and Radchenko, 2015; Kong et al., 2016), static
functional graphical models (Li and Solea, 2018; Qiao, Guo and James, 2019) and its
dynamic version (Qiao et al., 2020). (ii) For high-dimensional time series, some essen-
tial concentration bounds were established for Gaussian processes (Basu and Michailidis,
2015), linear processes with more general noise distributions (Sun et al., 2018) and heavy
tailed non-Gaussian processes (Wong, Li and Tewari, 2020). (iii) For examples of re-
cent developments in high-dimensional VAR models, Kock and Callot (2015); Basu and
Michailidis (2015) and Wong, Li and Tewari (2020) studied the theoretical properties of
`1-type regularized estimates. Basu, Shojaie and Michailidis (2015) and Billio, Casarin
and Rossini (2019) considered extracting Granger causal networks from sparse VAR mod-
els. See also Han, Lu and Liu (2015), Guo, Wang and Yao (2016) and Ghosh, Khare and
Michailidis (2019). (iv) For examples of research on functional autoregressive models, see
Bosq (2000); Kokoszka and Reimherr (2013); Aue, Norinho and Hörmann (2015) and the
reference therein.

Outline of the paper. In Section 2, we first introduce a functional stability mea-
sure and rely on it to establish concentration bounds on the quadratic/bilinear forms of
pΣh leading to elementwise concentration results for pΣh. We then establish theoretical
guarantees for the proposed three-step approach by deriving some useful non-asymptotic
error bounds under a FPCA framework. In Section 3, we develop a three-step procedure
to estimate the sparse VFAR model, connect with casual network modelling, present the
convergence analysis of the regularized estimate and finally examine the finite-sample per-
formance through both simulation studies and an analysis of a public financial dataset.

Notation. We summarize here some notation to be used throughout the paper. Let
Z denotes the set of integers. For two positive sequences tanu and tbnu, we write an À bn
or bn Á an if there exists an absolute constant c, such that an ď cbn for all n. We write
an — bn if and only if bn À an and an À bn. We use x _ y “ maxpx, yq. For matrices
A,B P Rp1ˆp2 , we let xxA,Byy “ tracepATBq and denote the Frobenius norm of B by

||B||F “
`
ř

j,k B2
jk

˘1{2
. Let L2pUq denote a Hilbert space of square integrable functions

defined on the compact set U equipped with the inner product xf, gy “
ş

U fpuqgpuqdu
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for f, g P L2pUq and the induced norm } ¨ } “ x¨, ¨y1{2. We denote its p-fold Cartesian
product by H “ L2pUq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆL2pUq and the tensor product by S “ L2pUq bL2pUq. For
f “ pf1, . . . , fpq

T and g “ pg1, . . . , gpq
T in H, we denote the inner product by xf ,gyH “

řp
j“1xfj , gjy and the induced norm by } ¨ }H “ x¨, ¨y

1{2
H . We use }f}0 “

řp
j“1 Ip}fj} ‰ 0q

to denote the functional version of vector `0 norm. For any K P S, it can be viewed
as the kernel function of a linear operator acting on L2pUq, i.e. for each f P L2pUq, K
maps fpuq to Kpfqpuq “

ş

U Kpu, vqfpvqdv. For notational economy, we will use K to
denote both the kernel function and the operator. Moreover, we denote the operator and

Hilbert-Schmidt norms by }K}L “ sup}f}ď1 }Kpfq} and }K}S “
` ş ş

Kpu, vq2dudv
˘1{2

,

respectively. For A “
`

Ajk

˘

1ďj,kďp
with its pj, kq-th component Ajk P S, we define

the functional versions of Frobenius, elementwise `8 and matrix `8 norms by }A}F “
`
ř

j,k }Ajk}
2
S
˘1{2

, }A}max “ maxj,k }Ajk}S and }A}8 “ maxj
ř

k }Ajk}S , respectively.

2. Main results

Suppose that tXtp¨qutPZ, defined on U , is a sequence of p-dimensional vector of centered
and covariance-stationary Gaussian processes with mean zero and p ˆ p autocovariance

functions, Σh “
`

Σ
phq
jk

˘

1ďj,kďp
with its pj, kq-th component Σ

phq
jk P S for h P Z. In

particular when h “ 0, one typically refers to Σ
p0q
jj as marginal-covariance functions for

j “ k, and cross-covariance functions for j ‰ k. To simplify notation, we will also use Σh

to denote the lag-h autocovariance operator induced from the kernel function Σh, i.e.,
for any given Φ P H,

ΣhpΦqpuq :“

ż

U
Σhpu, vqΦpvqdv “

´

@

σ
phq
1 pu, ¨q,Φp¨q

D

H, . . . ,
@

σphqp pu, ¨q,Φp¨q
D

H

¯T

P H,

where σ
phq
j pu, ¨q “

`

Σ
phq
j1 pu, ¨q, . . . ,Σ

phq
jp pu, ¨q

˘T
for j “ 1, . . . , p. In the special case of

h “ 0, the covariance function Σ0 is symmetric and non-negative definite, i.e. Σ0pu, vq “
Σ0pv, uq

T for any pu, vq P U2 and xΦ,Σ0pΦqyH ě 0 for any Φ P H.

2.1. Functional stability measure

To introduce the functional stability measure, we first consider the spectral density op-
erator of tXtp¨qutPZ, defined from the Fourier transform of autocovariance operators
tΣhuhPZ, which encodes the second-order dynamical properties of tXtp¨qutPZ.

Definition 1. We define the spectral density operator of tXtp¨qutPZ at frequency θ by

fX,θ “
1

2π

ÿ

hPZ
Σh expp´ihθq, θ P r´π, πs. (1)
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The spectral density operator (or function) generalizes the notion of the spectral den-
sity matrix (Basu and Michailidis, 2015) to the functional domain, and it can also be
viewed as a generalization of the spectral density operator (or function) (Panaretos and
Tavakoli, 2013) to the multivariate setting. Furthermore, if

ř8

h“0 }Σh}L ă 8, then fX,θ

is uniformly bounded and continuous in θ with respect to } ¨ }L, where we denote by
}Σh}L “ sup}Φ}Hď1,ΦPH}ΣhpΦq}H the operator norm of Σh, and the following inversion
formula holds:

Σh “

ż π

´π

fX,θ exppihθqdθ, for all h P Z. (2)

The inversion relationships in (1) and (2) indicate that spectral density operators and
autocovariance operators comprise a Fourier transform pair. Hence, to study the second-
order dynamics of tXtp¨qutPZ, we can impose conditions on Σ0 and tfX,θ, θ P r´π, πsu
in the following Conditions 1 and 2, respectively, which together imply that tfX,θ, θ P
r´π, πsu are trace-class operators.

Condition 1. (i) The marginal-covariance functions, Σ
p0q
jj ’s, are continuous on U2 and

uniformly bounded over j P t1, . . . , pu; (ii) λ0 “ max1ďjďp

ş

U Σ
p0q
jj pu, uqdu “ Op1q.

Condition 2. (i) The spectral density operators fX,θ, θ P r´π, πs exist; (ii) The func-
tional stability measure of tXtp¨qutPZ defined as follows, is bounded, i.e.

MpfXq “ 2π ¨ esssup
θPr´π,πs,ΦPHp

0

@

Φ, fX,θpΦq
D

H
@

Φ,Σ0pΦq
D

H
ă 8, (3)

where H0 “
 

Φ P H : xΦ,Σ0pΦqyH P p0,8q
(

.

In general, we can relax Condition 1(ii) by allowing λ0 to grow at some slow rate as p
increases. Then our established non-asymptotic bounds, e.g., those in (17) and (18), will
depend on λ0. We next provide several comments for Condition 2. First, the functional
stability measure is proportional to the essential supremum of the functional Rayleigh
quotient of fX,θ relative to Σ0 over θ P r´π, πs. In particular, under the non-functional
setting with Φ P Rp and fX,θ,Σ0 P Rpˆp, (3) reduces to

2π ¨ ess sup
θPr´π,πs,Φ‰0

ΦTfX,θΦ

ΦTΣ0Φ
ă 8,

which is equivalent to the upper bound condition for the stability measure, ĂMpfXq,
introduced by Basu and Michailidis (2015), i.e.

ĂMpfXq “ ess sup
θPr´π,πs,Φ‰0

ΦTfX,θΦ

ΦTΦ
ă 8.

Second, ifXt1p¨q, . . . , Xtpp¨q are finite-dimensional objects, the upper bound conditions for

MpfXq and the functional analog of ĂMpfXq are equivalent. However, for truly infinite-
dimensional functional objects, MpfXq makes more sense, since it can more precisely
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capture the effect of small eigenvalues of fX,θ’s relative to those of Σ0. Moreover, Condi-
tion 2 is satisfied by a large class of infinite-dimensional functional data, see examples in
Section B of the Supplementary Material (Guo and Qiao, 2022). Third, it is clear that,

unlike ĂMpfXq,MpfXq is a scale-free stability measure. In the special case of no temporal
dependence, MpfXq “ 1. Fourth, since the autocovariance function characterizes a mul-
tivariate Gaussian process, it can be used to quantify the temporal and cross-sectional
dependence for this class of models. In particular, the spectral density functions provide
insights into the stability of the process. In our analysis of high-dimensional functional
time series, we will useMpfXq as a stability measure of the process of tXtp¨qutPZ. Larger
values of MpfXq would correspond to a less stable process.

We next illustrate the superiority of the functional stability measure to possible com-
petitors using VFAR models as an example. See Section 3 for details on VFAR models.
In particular, we consider a VFAR model of order 1, denoted by VFAR(1), as follows

Xtpuq “

ż

U
Apu, vqXt´1pvqdv ` εtpuq, u P U . (4)

In the special case of a symmetric A, i.e. Apu, vq “ Apv, uqT, equation (4) has a stationary
solution if and only if ||A||L ă 1. See Theorem 3.5 of Bosq (2000) for p “ 1. However, this
restrictive condition is violated by many stable VFAR(1) models with non-symmetric A.
Moreover, it does not generalize beyond VFAR(1) models.

We consider an illustrative example with

Apu, vq “

ˆ

aψ1puqψ1pvq bψ1puqψ2pvq
0 aψ2puqψ2pvq

˙

,Xtpuq “

ˆ

xt1ψ1puq
xt2ψ2puq

˙

, εtpuq “

ˆ

et1ψ1puq
et2ψ2puq

˙

,

(5)

where pet1, et2q
T i.i.d.
„ Np0, I2q and }ψj} “ 1 for j “ 1, 2. Section E of the Supplementary

Material (Guo and Qiao, 2022) provides details to calculate ρpAq (spectral radius of
A), ||A||L and MpfXq for this example. In particular, ρpAq “ |a| ă 1 corresponds to
a stationary solution to equation (4). Figure 1 visualizes ||A||L and MpfXq for various
values of a P p0, 1q. We observe a few apparent patterns. First, increasing a results in
a value for larger ||A||L. As |b| grows large enough, the condition of ||A||L ă 1 will be
violated, but equation (4) still have a stationary solution. Second, processes with stronger
temporal dependence, i.e. with larger values of a or |b|, have larger values ofMpfXq and
will be considered less stable. For a high-dimensional VFAR(1) model, it is more sensible
to useMpfXq rather than }A}L or }Aj}L for some j ě 1 (Theorem 5.1 of (Bosq, 2000))
as a measure of stability of the process.

Definition 2. For all k-dimensional subprocesses of tXtp¨qutPZ, i.e.
 `

Xtjp¨q
˘

: j P

J
(

tPZ, for J Ď t1, . . . , pu and |J | ď k, we define the corresponding functional stability
measure by

MkpfXq “ 2π ¨ ess sup
θPr´π,πs,}Φ}0ďk,ΦPH0

xΦ, fX,θpΦqyH
xΦ,Σ0pΦqyH

, k “ 1, . . . , p. (6)
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Figure 1. The illustrative VFAR(1) model. Left: ||A||L as a function of a and b, plotted against
b for different a. Right: MpfXq as a function of a and b, plotted against b for different a.

It is obvious from definitions in Condition 2 and (6) thatM1pfXq ďM2pfXq ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď

MppfXq “MpfXq ă 8 and M1pfXq “ max1ďjďpMpfXj q, which is allowed to evolve

with p satisfying M1pfXq ÀM´p2α`1qtn{ logppMqu1{2, implied from Theorems 3–4 and
Condition 9 below.

2.2. Concentration bounds on pΣh

Based on n temporally dependent observations X1p¨q, . . . ,Xnp¨q, we construct an empir-
ical estimator of Σh by

pΣhpu, vq “
1

n´ h

n´h
ÿ

t“1

XtpuqXt`hpvq
T, h “ 0, 1, . . . , pu, vq P U2. (7)

The following theorem provides concentration bounds on pΣ0 under the quadratic and
bilinear forms. These concentration bounds form the core of our theoretical results, which
serve as a starting point to establish further non-asymptotic error bounds presented in
Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

Theorem 1. Suppose that Conditions 1 and 2 hold. Then for any given vectors Φ1,
Φ2 P H0 satisfying }Φ1}0_}Φ2}0 ď k with some integer k p1 ď k ď pq, there exists some
universal constant c ą 0 such that for any η ą 0,

P

#
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

@

Φ1, ppΣ0 ´Σ0qpΦ1q
D

H
@

Φ1,Σ0pΦ1q
D

H

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ąMkpfXqη

+

ď 2 exp
!

´ cnminpη2, ηq
)

, (8)
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and

P

#
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

@

Φ1, ppΣ0 ´Σ0qpΦ2q
D

H
@

Φ1,Σ0pΦ1q
D

H `
@

Φ2,Σ0pΦ2q
D

H

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ąMkpfXqη

+

ď 4 exp
!

´ cnminpη2, ηq
)

. (9)

The concentration inequalities in (8) and (9) suggest that the temporal dependence
may affect the tail behaviors via MkpfXq in two different ways, depending on which
term in the tail bounds is dominant. With suitable choices of Φ1 and Φ2, we can derive
non-asymptotic results for entries of pΣh and relevant estimated terms under a FPCA
framework. For example, under the Karhunen-Loève expansion of each Xtjp¨q (see de-
tails in Section 2.3), choosing Φ1 “ p0, . . . , 0, φjl, 0, . . . , 0q

T leads to xΦ1,Σ0pΦ1qyH “ λjl
and xΦ1, pΣ0pΦ1qyH “ n´1

řn
t“1xXtj , φjly

2, both of which are useful terms in our fur-

ther analysis. Moreover, if we choose Φ1 “ p0, . . . , 0, λ
´1{2
jl φjl, 0, . . . , 0q

T and Φ2 “

p0, . . . , 0, λ
´1{2
km φkm, 0, . . . , 0q

T, an application of (9) and some calculations yield elemen-
twise concentration bounds on Σ0 as stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Suppose that Conditions 1 and 2 hold. Then there exists some universal
constant c̃ ą 0 such that for any η ą 0 and each j, k “ 1, . . . , p,

P
!

›

›pΣ
p0q
jk ´ Σ

p0q
jk

›

›

S ą 2M1pfXqλ0η
)

ď 4 exp
!

´ c̃nminpη2, ηq
)

, (10)

and
P
!

›

›pΣ0 ´Σ0

›

›

max
ą 2M1pfXqλ0η

)

ď 4p2 exp
!

´ c̃nminpη2, ηq
)

. (11)

In particular, if n ě ρ2 log p, where ρ is some constant with ρ ą
?

2c̃´1{2, then with
probability greater than 1´ 4p2´c̃ρ2 , the estimate pΣ0 satisfies

›

›pΣ0 ´Σ0

›

›

max
ď 2M1pfXqλ0ρ

c

log p

n
. (12)

Under an independent setting, the diagonalwise concentration properties of pΣ0 were
studied in Koltchinskii and Lounici (2017) and Qiao, Guo and James (2019). In particular,
Koltchinskii and Lounici (2017) established the concentration bound under operator
norm, i.e., with probability greater than 1´ e´δ for all δ ě 1,

}pΣ
p0q
jj ´ Σ

p0q
jj }L À }Σ

p0q
jj }L

$

&

%

d

r̃
`

Σ
p0q
jj

˘

n
_
r̃
`

Σ
p0q
jj

˘

n
_

c

δ

n
_
δ

n

,

.

-

, (13)

where r̃pΣ
p0q
jj q —

ş

U Σ
p0q
jj pu, uqdu{}Σ

p0q
jj }L. By contrast, when X1p¨q, . . . ,Xnp¨q are tempo-

rally dependent, (10) implies that, with probability greater than 1´ 4e´δ,

}pΣ
p0q
jk ´ Σ

p0q
jk }S ÀM1pfXqmax

j

ż

U
Σ
p0q
jj pu, uqdu

˜

c

δ

n
_
δ

n

¸

. (14)
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10 S. Guo and X. Qiao

Note (13) and (14) are both essential concentration bounds of independent interests and

share the the common term,
ş

U Σ
p0q
jj pu, uqdu, and the same rate via pn´1δq1{2_n´1δ but

with different multiplicative terms. However, concentration bounds in (14) under Hilbert–
Schmidt norm with free choices of pj, kq play a crutial role in deriving the convergence
results for PFCA via Theorems 3 and 4 below in a high-dimensional and dependent
setting. In the bounds established in Theorem 2–4, the effects of temporal dependence
are commonly captured byM1pfXq with larger values yielding a slower convergence rate.

We next present similar concentration bounds on pΣh’s for h ą 0.

Proposition 1. Suppose that Conditions 1–2 hold and h is fixed. Then for any given
vectors Φ1, Φ2 P H0 satisfying }Φ1}0_}Φ2}0 ď k with some integer k p1 ď k ď pq, there
exists some universal constant c ą 0 such that for any η ą 0,

P

#
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

@

Φ1, ppΣh ´ΣhqpΦ1q
D

H
@

Φ1,Σ0pΦ1q
D

H

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ą 2MkpfXqη

+

ď 4 exp
!

´ cnminpη2, ηq
)

, (15)

and

P

#
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

@

Φ1, ppΣh ´ΣhqpΦ2q
D

H
@

Φ1,Σ0pΦ1q
D

H `
@

Φ2,Σ0pΦ2q
D

H

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ą 2MkpfXqη

+

ď 8 exp
!

´cnminpη2, ηq
)

. (16)

With the same choices of Φ1 and Φ2 as those used in applying Theorem 1 to prove
Theorem 2, the concentration bounds in (15) and (16) can lead to

›

›pΣh ´ Σh

›

›

max
“

OP
 

M1pfXqplog p{nq1{2
(

. Moreover, these concentration results are useful to address
other important high-dimensional functional time series problems, e.g., high-dimensional
functional factor models and non-asymptotic analysis of dynamic FPCA, as discussed in
Section A of the Supplementary Material (Guo and Qiao, 2022).

2.3. Rates in elementwise `8-norm under a FPCA framework

For each j “ 1, . . . , p, we assume that Xtjp¨q admits the Karhunen-Loève expansion, i.e.
Xtjp¨q “

ř8

l“1 ξtjlφjlp¨q, which forms the foundation of FPCA. The coefficients ξtjl “
xXtj , φjly, l ě 1, namely functional principal component (FPC) scores, correspond to a
sequence of random variables with Epξtjlq “ 0, Varpξtjlq “ λjl and Covpξtjl, ξtjl1q “ 0 if

l ‰ l1. The eigenpairs tpλjl, φjlqulě1 satisfy the eigen-decomposition xΣ
p0q
jj pu, ¨q, φjlp¨qy “

λjlφjlpuq with λj1 ě λj2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ . We say that Xtjp¨q is dj-dimensional if λjdj ‰ 0 and
λjpdj`1q “ 0 for some positive integer dj . If dj “ 8, all the eigenvalues are nonzero and
Xtjp¨q is a truly infinite-dimensional functional object.

To implement FPCA based on realizations tX1jp¨q, . . . , Xnjp¨qu, we first compute the

sample estimator of Σ
p0q
jj by pΣ

p0q
jj pu, vq “ n´1

řn
t“1XtjpuqXtjpvq. Performing an eigen-

analysis on pΣ
p0q
jj , i.e. xpΣ

p0q
jj pu, ¨q,

pφjlp¨qy “ pλjlpφjlpuq for l ě 1, leads to estimated eigenpairs

ppλjl, pφjlq and estimated FPC scores pξtjl “ xXtj , pφjly. In the following, we will provide
the non-asymptotic analysis of estimated eigenpairs.
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Consistency and Sparsity for High-Dim Funct Time Series 11

2.3.1. Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions

We first impose the following regularity condition.

Condition 3. For each j “ 1, . . . , p, all the nonzero eigenvalues of Σ
p0q
jj are different,

i.e. λj1 ą λj2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą 0, and there exist some positive constants c0 and α ą 1 such that
λjl ´ λjpl`1q ě c0l

´α´1 for l “ 1, . . . ,8.

Condition 3 is standard in functional data analysis literature, see, e.g., Hall and
Horowitz (2007) and Kong et al. (2016). The parameter α controls lower bounds for
spacings between adjacent eigenvalues with larger values of α allowing tighter eigen-
gaps. This condition also implies that λjl ě c0α

´1l´α as λjl “
ř8

k“ltλjk ´ λjpk`1qu ě

c0
ř8

k“l k
´α´1.

In the following theorem, we present relative error bounds on tpλjlu and }pφjl ´ φjl}
in elementwise `8 norm, which plays an crucial rule for the further consistency analysis
under high-dimensional scaling.

Theorem 3. Suppose that Conditions 1–3 hold. Let M be a positive integer possi-
bly depending on pn, pq. If n Á M4α`2M2

1pfXq logppMq, then there exist some positive
constants c1 and c2 independent of pn, p,Mq such that, with probability greater than

1´ c1ppMq
´c2 , the estimates tpλjlu and tpφjlp¨qu satisfy

max
1ďjďp,1ďlďM

#

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

pλjl ´ λjl
λjl

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
`

›

›

›

pφjl ´ φjl
lα`1

›

›

›

+

ÀM1pfXq

c

logppMq

n
. (17)

We provide three remarks for the relative errors of tpλjlu and }pφjl ´ φjl}. First, com-

pared with the non-asymptotic results for the absolute errors of tpλjlu under an inde-
pendent setting (Qiao, Guo and James, 2019), Theorem 3 does not require the upper
bound condition for eigenvalues. Moreover, when M1pfXq remains constant with re-
spect to p, provided that λjl converges to zero as l grows to infinity, (17) leads to a

faster rate of convergence for small eigenvalues, i.e. |pλjl ´ λjl| “ OP pλjln
´1{2. Such rate

is also sharp in the sense of Jirak (2016). See also Araya Valdivia (2020), which, un-

der an independent setting, established relative concentration bounds on tpλjlu similar
to Lemma 1 in the Supplementary Material (Guo and Qiao, 2022). Second, when each
Xtjp¨q is finite-dimensional with λjl “ 0 for l ą dj , the estimators of zero-eigenvalues
enjoy the faster rates due to the property of first order degeneracy (Bathia, Yao and

Ziegelmann, 2010). Third, error bounds on pφjl under `2 norm are derived using a well-
known pathway bound in Lemma 4.3 of Bosq (2000). For finite-dimensional functional
objects, such error bounds lead to the optimal

?
n-rate. Under an infinite-dimensional

setting, our derived error bounds on pφjlp¨q’s can possibly be improved from a probabilistic
perspective as long as l diverges. Interestingly, Jirak (2016) established a sharper rate by

Λ
´1{2
jl }pφjl ´ φjl} “ OP pn

´1{2q with Λjl “
ř8

k‰l
λjlλjk

pλjl´λjkq
2 . In particular, when λjl — l´α
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12 S. Guo and X. Qiao

with α ą 1, Λjl À l2 as lÑ8. We believe that, with the help of techniques used in Jirak
(2016), the relevant bounds in Theorems 3 and 4 can be further sharpened. The extra
complication, however, will make the theoretical justification of the VFAR estimate in
Section 3 more challenging. We leave the development of optimal results as a topic for
future research.

Finally, we give two remarks on the parameter M . First, M can be viewed as the
truncated dimension of Xtjp¨q «

řM
l“1 ξtjlφjlp¨q. In general, M can depend on j, say Mj ,

then the right-side of (17) becomesM1pfXqtlogp
řp
j“1Mjq{nu

1{2. Second, the sample size

lower bound in Theorem 3 implies that M À
“

n{tM2
1pfXq log pu

‰1{p4α`2q
, which controls

the rate that M can grow at most as a function of n, p,M1pfXq and α, with larger values
of n or smaller values of p or α allowing a larger M.

2.3.2. Covariance between FPC scores

For each j, k “ 1, . . . , p, l,m “ 1, 2, . . . , and h “ 0, 1, . . . , let σ
phq
jklm “ Epξtjlξpt`hqkmq

and its sample estimator be pσ
phq
jklm “ pn ´ hq´1

řn´h
t“1

pξtjlpξpt`hqkm. In the second step of
the three-step procedure, our main target is to fit a sparse model based on temporally
dependent estimated FPC scores, tpξtjlu. To provide the theoretical guarantee for this

step, we present the convergence analysis of tpσ
phq
jklmu in elementwise `8 norm as follows.

Theorem 4. Suppose that Conditions 1–3 hold and h is fixed. Let M be a positive
integer possibly depending on pn, pq. If n Á M4α`2M2

1pfXq logppMq, then there exist
some positive constants c3 and c4 independent of pn, p,Mq such that, with probability

greater than 1´ c3ppMq
´c4 , the estimates

 

pσ
phq
jklm

(

satisfy

max
1ďj,kďp
1ďl,mďM

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
pσ
phq
jklm ´ σ

phq
jklm

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

pl _mqα`1λ
1{2
jl λ

1{2
km

ÀM1pfXq

c

logppMq

n
. (18)

We provide three comments here. First, compared with the convergence rate of ab-

solute errors of tpσ
p0q
jklmu under an independent setting, i.e. |pσ

p0q
jklm ´ σ

p0q
jklm| “ OP

 

pl `

mqα`1n´1{2
(

(Qiao, Guo and James, 2019), we obtain that of scaled errors of tpσ
phq
jklmu

as λ
´1{2
jl λ

´1{2
km |pσ

phq
jklm´ σ

phq
jklm| “ OP

 

M1pfXqpl_mq
α`1n´1{2

(

, which can more precisely
characterize the effect of small eigenvalues on the convergence. Second, in the special

case of j “ k and l “ m with σ
p0q
jjll “ λjl and pσ

p0q
jjll “

pλjl, the scaled errors of tpσ
p0q
jjllu, i.e.

λ´1
jl |

pλjl ´ λjl|, would correspond to a faster convergence rate due to (17). Third, if we
relax Condition 3 by allowing the parameter α to depend on j, the resulting scaled error

rate becomes λ
´1{2
jl λ

´1{2
km |pσ

phq
jklm ´ σ

phq
jklm| “ OP

 

M1pfXqpl
αj`1 _mαk`1qn´1{2

(

.
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Consistency and Sparsity for High-Dim Funct Time Series 13

3. Vector functional autoregressive models

Inspired from the standard VAR formulation, we propose a VFAR model of lag L, namely
VFAR(L), which is able to characterize linear inter-dependencies in tXtp¨qutPZ as follows

Xtpuq “
L
ÿ

h“1

ż

U
Ahpu, vqXt´hpvqdv ` εtpuq, t “ L` 1, . . . , n, (19)

where εtp¨q “
`

εt1p¨q, . . . , εtpp¨q
˘T

are independently sampled from a p-dimensional vec-
tor of mean zero Gaussian processes, independent of Xt´1p¨q,Xt´2p¨q, . . . , and Ah “
`

A
phq
jk

˘

1ďj,kďp
is the transition function at lag h with A

phq
jk P S. The structure of transi-

tion functions provides insights into the temporal and cross-sectional inter-relationship
amongst p functional time series. To make a feasible fit to (19) in a high-dimensional
regime, we assume the functional sparsity in A1, . . . ,AL, i.e. most of the components in
 

Xpt´hqkp¨q : h “ 1, . . . , L, k “ 1, . . . , p
(

are unrelated to Xtjp¨q for j “ 1, . . . , p.
Due to the infinite-dimensional nature of functional data, for each j, we take a stan-

dard dimension reduction approach through FPCA to approximate Xtjp¨q using the
leading qj principal components, i.e. Xtjp¨q «

řqj
l“1 ξtjlφjlp¨q “ ξT

tjφjp¨q, where ξtj “

pξtj1, . . . , ξtjqj q
T, φjp¨q “

`

φj1p¨q, . . . , φjqj p¨q
˘T

and qj is chosen data-adaptively to pro-
vide a reasonable approximation to the trajectory Xtjp¨q.

Once the FPCA has been performed for each Xtjp¨q, we let V
phq
j P Rpn´Lqˆqj with its

row vectors given by ξpL`1´hqj , . . . , ξpn´hqj and Ψ
phq
jk “

ş

U
ş

U φkpvqA
phq
jk pu, vqφjpuq

Tdudv P

Rqkˆqj . Then further derivations in Section F.1 of the Supplementary Material (Guo and
Qiao, 2022) lead to the matrix representation of (19) as

V
p0q
j “

L
ÿ

h“1

p
ÿ

k“1

V
phq
k Ψ

phq
jk `Rj `Ej , j “ 1, . . . , p, (20)

where Rj and Ej are pn ´ Lq ˆ qj error matrices whose row vectors are formed by the
truncation and random errors, respectively. Hence, we can rely on the block sparsity pat-

tern in tΨ
phq
jk : h “ 1, . . . , L, j, k “ 1, . . . , pu to recover the functional sparsity structure

in tA
phq
jk : h “ 1, . . . , L, j, k “ 1, . . . , pu. It is also worth noting that (20) can be viewed

as a
`
řp
j“1 qj

˘

-dimensional VAR(L) model with the error vector consisting of both the
truncation and random errors.

3.1. Estimation procedure

The estimation procedure proceeds in the following three steps.
Step 1. We perform FPCA based on observed curves, X1jp¨q, . . . , Xnjp¨q and thus

obtain estimated eigenfunctions pφjp¨q “
`

pφjlp¨q, . . . , pφjqj p¨q
˘T

and FPC scores pξtj “
`

pξtj1, . . . , pξtjqj
˘T

for each j. See
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14 S. Guo and X. Qiao

Step 2. Motivated from the matrix representation of a VFAR(L) model in (20), we
propose a penalized least squares (LS) approach, which minimizes the following optimiza-

tion criterion over tΨ
phq
jk : h “ 1, . . . , L, k “ 1, . . . , pu :

1

2

›

›

›

›

›

pV
p0q
j ´

L
ÿ

h“1

p
ÿ

k“1

pV
phq
k Ψ

phq
jk

›

›

›

›

›

2

F

` γnj

L
ÿ

h“1

p
ÿ

k“1

›

›

›

pV
phq
k Ψ

phq
jk

›

›

›

F
, (21)

where pV
phq
j , the estimate of V

phq
j , is a pn ´ Lq ˆ qj matrix with its i-th row vector

given by pξpL`i´hqj for i “ 1, . . . , pn ´ Lq, and γnj ě 0 is a regularization parameter.
The `1{`2 type of standardized group lasso penalty (Simon and Tibshirani, 2012) in

(21) forces the elements of Ψ
phq
jk to either all be zero or non-zero. Potentially, one could

modify (21) by adding an unstandardized group lasso penalty (Yuan and Lin, 2006) in

the form of γnj
řL
h“1

řp
k“1

›

›

›
Ψ
phq
jk

›

›

›

F
to produce the block sparsity in tΨ

phq
jk u. However,

orthonormalization within each group would correspond to the uniformly most powerful
invariant test for inclusion of a group, hence we use a standardized group lasso penalty
here. In Section G.3 of the Supplementary Material (Guo and Qiao, 2022), we develop a
block version of fast iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm (FISTA), which mirrors
recent gradient-based techniques (Beck and Teboulle, 2009; O’Donoghue and Candès,

2015), to solve the optimization problem in (21) with the solution given by t pΨ
phq

jk u. The
proposed block FISTA algorithm is easy to implement and converges very fast, thus is
suitable for solving large-scale optimization problems.

Step 3. Finally, we recover the functional sparse estimates of elements in tA
phq
jk u by

the block sparse estimates in t pΨ
phq

jk u via

pA
phq
jk pu, vq “

pφkpvq
T
pΨ
phq

jk
pφjpuq, h “ 1, . . . , L, j, k “ 1, . . . , p. (22)

3.2. Functional network Granger causality

In this section, we extend the definition of network Granger causality (NGC) under a
VAR framework (Lütkepohl, 2005) to the functional domain and then use the extended
definition under our proposed VFAR framework to understand the causal relationship in
tXtp¨qutPZ

In an analogy to the NGC formulation, a functional NGC (FNGC) model consists
of p nodes, one for each functional variable, and a number of edges with directions
connecting a subset of nodes. Specifically, functional times series of tXtkp¨qutPZ is defined
to be Granger causal for that of tXtjp¨qutPZ or equivalently there is an edge from node k to

node j, if A
phq
jk pu, vq ‰ 0 for some pu, vq P U2 or h P t1, . . . , Lu. Then our proposed FNGC

model can be represented by a directed graph G “ pV,Eq with vertex set V “ t1, . . . , pu
and edge set

E “
!

pk, jq : A
phq
jk pu, vq ‰ 0 for some pu, vq P U2 or h P t1, . . . , Lu, pj, kq P V 2

)

.
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It is worth noting that, at lag h, }A
phq
jk }S can be viewed as explaining the global Granger-

type casual impact ofXkp¨q onXjp¨q, whileA
phq
jk pu, vq itself accounts for the local Granger-

type casual impact of Xkpvq on Xjpuq. To explore the FNGC structure and the direction
of influence from one node to the other, we need to develop an approach to estimate E,
i.e. identifying the locations of non-zero entries in pA1, . . . , pAL under the Hilbert-Schmidt
norm, the details of which are presented in Section 3.1.

3.3. Theoretical properties

According to Section F.2 of the Supplementary Material (Guo and Qiao, 2022), all
VFAR(L) models in (19) can be reformulated as a VFAR(1) model. Without loss of
generality, we consider a VFAR(1) model in the form of

Xtpuq “

ż

U
Apu, vqXt´1pvqdv ` εtpuq, t “ 2, . . . , n, u P U .

To simplify our notation in this section, we focus on the setting where qj ’s are the
same across j “ 1, . . . , p. However, our theoretical results extend naturally to the more
general setting. In our empirical studies, we select different qj ’s, see Section G.1 of the

Supplementary Material (Guo and Qiao, 2022) for details. Let pZ “ ppV
p1q
1 , . . . , pV

p1q
p q

T P

Rpn´1qˆpq, Ψj “
`

pψ
p1q
j1 q

T, . . . , pψ
p1q
jp q

T
˘T
P Rpqˆq. and pD “ diag

`

pD1, . . . , pDp

˘

P Rpqˆpq,
where pDk “

 

pn ´ 1q´1ppV
p1q
k q

T
pV
p1q
k

(1{2
P Rqˆq for k “ 1, . . . , p. Then minimizing (21)

over Ψj P Rpqˆq is equivalent to minimizing the following criterion over Bj P Rpqˆq,

´xx pYj ,Bjyy `
1

2
xxBj , pΓBjyy ` γnj}Bj}

pqq
1 , (23)

where pYj “ pn´ 1q´1
pD´1

pZT
pV
p0q
j , pΓ “ pn´ 1q´1

pD´1
pZT

pZpD´1. Let pBj be the minimizer

of (23), then pΨj “ pD´1
pBj with its k-th row block given by pΨjk and pA “ p pAjkq with its

pj, kq-th entry, pAjkpu, vq “ pφkpvq
T
pΨjk

pφjpuq for j, k “ 1, . . . , p and pu, vq P U2.
Before imposing the condition on the entries of A “ pAjkq, we begin with some

notation. For the j-th row of A, we denote the set of non-zero functions by Sj “
 

k P

t1, . . . , pu : }Ajk}S ‰ 0
(

and its cardinality by sj “ |Sj | for j “ 1, . . . , p. We also denote
the maximum degree or row-wise cardinality by s “ maxj sj (possibly depends on n
and p), corresponding to the maximum number of non-zero functions in any row of A.

For a sparse VFAR(L) model in (19) with sjh “
řp
k“1 Ip}A

phq
jk }S ‰ 0q for j “ 1, . . . , p

and h “ 1, . . . , L, according to Section F.2 of the Supplementary Material (Guo and
Qiao, 2022), the equivalent sparse VFAR(1) model in (F.47) has the maximum degree
s “ maxjp

ř

h sjhq À maxj,h sjh assuming a fixed lag order L.

Condition 4. For each j “ 1, . . . , p and k P Sj , Ajkpu, vq “
ř8

l,m“1 ajklmφjlpuqφkmpvq
and there exist some positive constants β ą α{2` 1 and µjk such that |ajklm| ď µjkpl `
mq´β´1{2 for l,m ě 1.
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For each pj, kq, the basis with respect to which coefficients tajklmul,mě1 are defined is
determined by tφjlp¨qulě1 and tφkmp¨qumě1 The parameter β in Condition 4 determines
the decay rate of the upper bounds for coefficients tajklmul,mě1 and hence characterizes
the degree of smoothness in tAjku, with larger values of β yielding smoother functions. See
also Hall and Horowitz (2007) and Kong et al. (2016) for similar smoothness conditions
in functional linear models.

We next establish the consistency of the VFAR estimate based on the sufficient con-
ditions in Conditions 5–7 below. To be specific, we first establish an upper bound on
}pA ´ A}8 in Theorem 5 below. Using the convergence results in Section 2.3, we then
show that all VFAR models in (19) satisfy Conditions 5–7 with high probability through
Propositions 2–4 below. As a consequence, the error bound in Theorem 5 holds with high
probability.

Before stating these conditions, we give some notation. For a block matrix B “ pBjkq P

Rp1qˆp2q with its pj, kq-th block Bjk P Rqˆq, we define its q-block versions of Frobenius

norm, elementwise `8 norm and matrix `1 norm by }B}F “
`
ř

j,k }Bjk}
2
F

˘1{2
, }B}

pqq
max “

maxj,k }Bjk}F and }B}
pqq
1 “ maxk

ř

j }Bjk}F, respectively.

Condition 5. The symmetric matrix pΓ P Rpqˆpq satisfies the restricted eigenvalue
condition with tolerance τ1 ą 0 and curvature τ2 ą 0 if

θT
pΓθ ě τ2}θ}

2 ´ τ1}θ}
2
1 @θ P Rpq. (24)

Condition 5 comes from a class of conditions commonly referred to as restricted eigen-
value (RE) conditions in the lasso literature (Bickel, Ritov and Tsybakov, 2009; Loh and

Wainwright, 2012). Intuitively speaking, Condition 5 implies that θT
pΓθ{}θ}2 is strictly

positive as long as }θ}1 is not large relative to }θ}. Denote the estimation error by

∆j “ pBj ´ Bj , this condition ensures that xx∆j , pΓ∆jyy ě τ2}∆j}
2
F{2 if τ2 ě 32τ1q

2s,
as stated in Theorem 5 below.

Condition 6. There exist some positive constants Cλ and Cφ independent of pn, p, qq
such that

max
1ďjďp,1ďlďq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

pλ
´1{2
jl ´ λ

´1{2
jl

λ
´1{2
jl

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď CλM1pfXq

c

logppqq

n
,

max
1ďjďp,1ďlďq

}pφjl ´ φjl} ď CφM1pfXqq
α`1

c

logppqq

n
.

(25)

Condition 7. There exits some positive constant CE independent of pn, p, qq such that

›

›

›

pYj ´ pΓBj

›

›

›

pqq

max
ď CEM1pfXqsj

!

qα`2

c

logppqq

n
` q´β`1

)

, j “ 1, . . . , p. (26)
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Consistency and Sparsity for High-Dim Funct Time Series 17

Condition 6 and 7 are two deviation conditions, which guarantee the good behaviours
of relevant estimated terms by controlling their deviation bounds. Specifically, Condi-
tion 7 ensures that pYj and pΓ are nicely concentrated around their population versions.
See also similar deviation conditions in the lasso literature (Loh and Wainwright, 2012;
Basu and Michailidis, 2015).

We are now ready to present the theorem on the convergence rate of the VFAR
estimate.

Theorem 5. Suppose that Conditions 1–7 hold with τ2 ě 32τ1q
2s. Then, for any regu-

larization parameter, γnj ě 2CEM1pfXqsj
 

qα`2plogppqq{nq1{2` q´β`1
(

, γn “ maxj γnj

and qα{2sγn Ñ 0 as n, p, q Ñ8, any minimizer pBj of (23) satisfies

}pBj ´Bj}F ď
24s

1{2
j γnj

τ2
, }pBj ´Bj}

pqq
1 ď

96sjγnj
τ2

for j “ 1, . . . , p,

and the estimated transition function, pA, satisfies

}pA´A}8 ď
96α1{2qα{2sγn

c
1{2
0 τ2

!

1` op1q
)

. (27)

The convergence rate of pA under functional matrix `8 norm is governed by dimension-
ality parameters (n, p, s) and internal parameters (M1pfXq, q, τ1, τ2, α, β). We provide
three remarks for the error bound in (27). First, it is easy to see that larger values of α
(tighter eigengaps) or M1pfXq (less stable process of tXtp¨qu) or s (denser structure in
A) yield a slower convergence rate, while enlarging β or τ2 will increase the entrywise
smoothness in A or the curvature of the RE condition, respectively, thus resulting in
a faster rate. Second, the convergence rate consists of two terms corresponding to the
variance-bias tradeoff as commonly considered in nonparametric statistics. Specifically,
the variance is of the order OP

“

M1pfXqs
2qp3α`4q{2tlogppqq{nu1{2

‰

and the bias term is

bounded by O
 

M1pfXqs
2qpα´2β`2q{2

(

. To balance both terms, we can choose an op-

timal q satisfying logppqqq2α`2β`2 — n, which leads to q — tn{ logpp _ nqu1{p2α`2β`2q.
Third, when eachXtjp¨q is finite-dimensional, although the truncation step is no longer re-
quired, the FPC scores still need to be estimated. The resulting convergence rate becomes
OP

 

M1pfXqs
2plog p{nq1{2

(

, which is slightly different from that of the high-dimensional
VAR estimate in Basu and Michailidis (2015).

Finally, we turn to verify that, when X1p¨q, . . . ,Xnp¨q are drawn from model (19), Con-
ditions 5–7 are satisfied with high probability as stated in the following Propositions 2–4.
Before presenting these propositions, we list two regularity conditions.

Condition 8. For Σ0 “
`

Σ
p0q
jk

˘

1ďj,kďp
, we denote by D0 “ diagpΣ

p0q
11 , . . . ,Σ

p0q
pp q the

diagonal function. The infimum µ of the functional Rayleigh quotient of Σ0 relative to
D0, defined as follows, is bounded below by zero, i.e.

µ “ inf
ΦPsH0

@

Φ,Σ0pΦq
D

H
@

Φ,D0pΦq
D

H
ą 0, (28)
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18 S. Guo and X. Qiao

where sH0 “ tΦ P H :
@

Φ,D0pΦq
D

H P p0,8qu.

Condition 9. The sample size n satisfies the bound n Á q4α`2M2
1pfXq logppqq.

In Condition 8, the lower bound on µ, chosen as the curvature τ2 in the proof of
Proposition 2, can be understood as requiring the minimum eigenvalue of the correlation
function for Xtp¨q to be bounded below by zero. Specially, if Xtjp¨q is dj-dimensional for
j “ 1, . . . , p it is easy to show that µ reduces to the minimum eigenvalue of the correla-
tion matrix for the (

ř

j dj)-dimensional vector, ξt “ pξt11, . . . , ξt1d1 , . . . , ξtp1, . . . , ξtpdpq
T.

Condition 9 is required here due to its presence in Theorems 3 and 4.

Proposition 2. (Verify Condition 5) Suppose that Conditions 2–3 and 8–9 hold. Then
there exist three positive constants CΓ, c5 and c6 independent of pn, p, qq such that

θT pΓθ ě µ
›

›θ
›

›

2

2
´ CΓM1pfXqq

α`1

c

logppqq

n

›

›θ
›

›

2

1

with probability greater than 1´ c5ppqq
´c6 .

Proposition 3. (Verify Condition 6) Suppose that Conditions 2–3 and 9 hold. Then
there exist four positive constants Cφ, Cλ c5 and c6 independent of pn, p, qq such that
(25) holds with probability greater than 1´ c5ppqq

´c6 .

Proposition 4. (Verify Condition 7) Suppose that Conditions 2–4 and 9 hold. Then
there exist three positive constants CE, c5 and c6 independent of pn, p, qq such that (26)
holds with probability greater than 1´ c5ppqq

´c6 .

Propositions 2–4 can be proved by applying the convergence results in Theorems 3 and
4. With suitable choices of common constants c5 and c6 in Propositions 2–4, we can show
that the joint probability for the three events corresponding to the non-asymptotic upper
bounds in (17) and (18) is greater than 1 ´ c5ppqq

´c6 . Consequently, with probability

greater than 1´ c5ppqq
´c6 , the estimate pA satisfies the error bound in (27).

3.4. Simulation studies

In this section, we conduct a number of simulations to compare the finite-sample perfor-
mance of our proposed method to potential competitors.

In each simulated scenario, we generate functional variables by Xtjpuq “ spuqTθtj for
j “ 1, . . . , p and u P U “ r0, 1s, where sp¨q is a 5-dimensional Fourier basis function
and each θt “ pθ

T

t1, . . . ,θ
T

tpq
T P R5p is generated from a stationary VAR(1) process, θt “

Bθt´1`ηt, with block transition matrix B P R5pˆ5p, whose pj, kq-th block is given by Bjk

for j, k “ 1, . . . , p and innovations ηt’s being independently sampled from Np0, I5pq. To
mimic a real data setting, we generate observed values, Wtjs, with measurement errors,
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Wtjs “ Xtjpusq ` etjs, from T “ 50 equally spaced time points, 0 “ u1, . . . , uT “ 1 with
errors etjs’s being randomly sampled from Np0, 0.52q. In our simulations, we generate
n “ 100 or n “ 200 observations of p “ 40 or p “ 80 functional variables, and we aim to
show that, although our method is developed for fully observed functional time series,
it still works well even for the dense design with measurement error. It is worth noting
that, as discussed in Section 1, the VFAR estimation is naturally a very high-dimensional
problem. For example, to fit a VFAR(1) model under our most “low-dimensional” setting
with p “ 40 and n “ 200, we need to estimate 402 ˆ 52 “ 40, 000 parameters based on
only 200 observations.

According to Section F.3 of the Supplementary Material (Guo and Qiao, 2022), Xtp¨q

follows from a VFAR(1) model in (4), where εtjpuq “ spuqTηtj and autocoefficient func-
tions satisfy Ajkpu, vq “ spuqTBjkspvq for j, k “ 1, . . . , p, pu, vq P U2. Hence, the func-
tional sparsity structure in A can be characterized by the block sparsity pattern in B.
In the following, we consider two different scenarios to generate B.

(i) Block sparse. We generate a block sparse B without any special structure. Specif-
ically, we generate Bjk “ wjkCjk for j, k “ 1 . . . , p, where entries in Cjk are
randomly sampled from Np0, 1q and wjk’s are generated from t0, 1u under the con-
straint of

řp
k“1 wjk “ 5 for each j, such that the same row-wise cardinality for B

can be produced in a blockwise fashion. To guarantee the stationarity of tXtp¨qu,
we rescale B by ιB{ρpBq, where ι is generated from Unif[0.5,1].

(ii) Block banded. We generate a block banded B, with entries in Bjk being randomly
sampled from Np0, 1q if |j ´ k| ď 2, and being zero at other locations. B is then
rescaled as described in (i).

For each j “ 1, . . . , p, we perform regularized FPCA (Ramsay and Silverman, 2005)
on observations tWtjsu to obtain smoothed estimates of φjlp¨q’s, and use 5-fold cross-
validation to choose qj and the smoothing parameter, the details of which are presented
in Sections G.1 and G.2 of the Supplementary Material (Guo and Qiao, 2022). Typically
qj “ 4, 5 or 6 are selected in our simulations. To choose the regularization parameters
γnj ’s, there exist a number possible methods such as AIC/BIC and cross-validation.
While the third one is computationally intensive and remains largely unexplored in the
literature for serially dependent functional observations, we take an approach motivated
by the information criterion for sparse additive models (Voorman, Shojaie and Witten,
2014). For each j, our proposed information criterion is

ICjpγnjq “ nlog
!

›

› pV
p0q
j ´

L
ÿ

h“1

p
ÿ

k“1

pV
phq
k

pΦ
phq

jk pγnjq
›

›

2

F

)

` κndfjpγnjq, (29)

where κn “ 2 and log n correspond to AIC and BIC, respectively, and dfjpγnjq is the
effective degrees of freedom used in fitting (21) with

dfjpγnjq “
L
ÿ

h“1

p
ÿ

k“1

#

I
´

ph, kq : ||pΦ
phq

jk pγnjq||F ‰ 0
¯

`pqjqk´1q
||pV

phq
k

pΦ
phq

jk pγnjq||
2
F

||pV
phq
k

pΦ
phq

jk pγnjq||
2
F ` γnj

+

.

(30)
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Table 1. The mean and standard error (in parentheses) of AUROCs over 100 simulation runs. The
best values are in bold font.

Model (i) Model (ii)
n p `1{`2-LSa `1{`2-LS2 `1-LS1 `1{`2-LSa `1{`2-LS2 `1-LS1

100
40 0.840(0.018) 0.690(0.019) 0.591(0.023) 0.872(0.016) 0.719(0.022) 0.609(0.024)
80 0.829(0.015) 0.682(0.017) 0.585(0.015) 0.869(0.014) 0.714(0.017) 0.600(0.017)

200
40 0.951(0.011) 0.764(0.020) 0.616(0.021) 0.971(0.006) 0.795(0.018) 0.639(0.023)
80 0.948(0.010) 0.770(0.017) 0.626(0.015) 0.969(0.005) 0.799(0.014) 0.644(0.015)

We compare our proposed `1{`2-penalized LS estimate using all selected principal
components, namely `1{`2-LSa, to its two competitors. One method, `1{`2-LS2, relies on
minimizing `1{`2-penalized LS based on the first two estimated principal components,
which capture partial curve information. The other approach, `1-LS1, projects the func-
tional data into a standard format by computing the first estimated FPC score and then
implements an `1 regularization approach (Basu and Michailidis, 2015) for the VAR esti-
mation on this data. We examine the sample performance of three approaches, `1{`2-LSa,
`1{`2-LS2, and `1-LS1 in terms of model selection consistency and estimation accuracy.

• Model selection. We plot the true positive rates against false positive rates,

defined as
#tpj,kq:|| pA

pγnq

jk ||S‰0 and ||Ajk||S‰0u

#tpj,kq:||Ajk||S‰0u and
#tpj,kq:|| pA

pγnq

jk ||S‰0 and ||Ajk||S“0u

#tpj,kq:||Ajk||S“0u , re-

spectively, over a sequence of γn “ pγn1, . . . , γnpq values to produce a ROC curve.
We compute the area under the ROC curve (AUROC) with values closer to one
indicating better performance in recovering the functional sparsity structure in A.

• Estimation error. We calculate the relative estimation accuracy for pA by }pA ´

A}F{}A}F, where pA is the regularized estimate based on the optimal regularization
parameters selected by minimizing AICs or BICs in (29).

To investigate the support recovery consistency, we report the average AUROCs of
three comparison methods under both model settings in Table 1. In all simulations, we
observe that `1{`2-LSa with most of curve information being captured, provides highly
significant improvements over its two competitors and `1-LS1 gives the worst results. To
evaluate the estimation accuracy, Table 2 presents numerical results of relative errors
of different regularized estimates. We also report the performance of the LS estimate in
the oracle case, where we know locations of non-zero entries of A in advance. Several
conclusions can be drawn from Table 2. First, in all scenarios, the proposed BIC-based
`1{`2-LSa method provides the highest estimation accuracy among all the comparison
methods. Second, the performance of AIC-based methods severally deteriorate in com-
parison with their BIC-based counterparts. Given the high-dimensional, dependent and
functional natural of the model structure, computing the effective degrees of freedom in
(30) leads to a very challenging task and requires further investigation. In practice, with
some prior knowledge about the targeted graph density under a FNGC framework, one
can choose the values of γnj that result in the graph with a desired sparsity level. Third,
LSoracle estimates give much worse results than BIC-based regularized estimates. This
is not surprising, since even in the “large n, small p” scenario, e.g. n “ 100, p “ 40 for
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Table 2. The mean and standard error (in parentheses) of relative estimation errors of pA over 100
simulation runs. The best values are in bold font.

Model pn, pq γn `1{`2-LSa `1{`2-LS2 `1-LS1 LSoracle

(i)

(100,40)
AIC 1.783(0.044) 1.455(0.032) 1.047(0.008)

1.483(0.044)
BIC 0.971(0.007) 0.997(0.002) 1.002(0.002)

(100,80)
AIC 1.546(0.037) 1.576(0.030) 1.124(0.013)

1.530(0.050)
BIC 0.991(0.003) 0.999(0.001) 1.002(0.001)

(200,40)
AIC 1.419(0.035) 1.159(0.016) 1.020(0.004)

0.990(0.029)
BIC 0.850(0.012) 0.989(0.003) 0.999(0.002)

(200,80)
AIC 1.544(0.045) 1.350(0.022) 1.032(0.004)

1.016(0.033)
BIC 0.915(0.013) 0.994(0.002) 1.000(0.001)

(ii)

(100,40)
AIC 1.679(0.040) 1.400(0.026) 1.039(0.008)

1.363(0.039)
BIC 0.957(0.009) 0.995(0.002) 1.000(0.002)

(100,80)
AIC 1.435(0.028) 1.489(0.020) 1.105(0.012)

1.383(0.036)
BIC 0.983(0.004) 0.998(0.001) 1.001(0.001)

(200,40)
AIC 1.329(0.028) 1.128(0.013) 1.014(0.004)

0.909(0.024)
BIC 0.824(0.009) 0.985(0.003) 0.998(0.002)

(200,80)
AIC 1.428(0.027) 1.296(0.013) 1.024(0.004)

0.926(0.019)
BIC 0.881(0.010) 0.990(0.002) 0.998(0.001)

Model (i), implementing LS requires estimating 5ˆ 52 “ 125 parameters based on only
100 observations, which intrinsically results in a high-dimensional estimation problem.

3.5. Real data analysis

In this section, we apply our proposed method to a public financial dataset, which was
downloaded from https://wrds-web.wharton.upenn.edu/wrds. The dataset consists
of high-frequency observations of prices for a collection of S&P100 stocks from n “ 251
trading days in year 2017. We removed several stocks for which the data are not available
during the observational period. See Table 3 in the Supplementary Material (Guo and
Qiao, 2022) for tickers, company names and classified sectors of the inclusive p “ 98
stocks. We then obtained data at a sampling frequency one-minute per datum such that
the impact of microstructure noise is reduced (Zhang, Mykland and Aı̈t-Sahalia, 2005).
The daily trading period (9:30-16:00) is thus converted to U “ r0, T s with T “ 390
minutes. Let Ptjpukq (t “ 1, . . . , n, j “ 1, . . . , p, k “ 1, . . . , T ) be the price of the j-th stock
at intraday time uk on the t-th trading day. We denote the cumulative intraday return
(CIDR) trajectory, in percentage, by rtjpukq “ 100rlogtPtjpukqu´logtPtjpu1qus (Horváth,
Kokoszka and Rice, 2014). This transformation not only guarantees the shape of CIDR
curves nearly the same as original daily price curves, but also makes the assumption of
stationarity for curves more plausible. According to the definition, CIDR curves always
start from zero enforcing level stationary and the logarithm helps reduce potential scale
inflation. See Horváth, Kokoszka and Rice (2014) for an empirical study on testing the
stationary of CIDR curves.

Our main target is to construct a directed graph under a FNGC framework and to
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display the Granger-type casual relationships among intraday returns of different stocks.
To achieve this goal, we first center all the series of trtjp¨qu about their empirical means
and then apply the three-step approach to fit a sparse VFAR(1) model on the demeaned
curves. In the first step, we implement regularized FPCA to smooth these curves and
therefore the effects of microstructure noise are further reduced to be almost negligible.
See Sections G.1-G.2 and G.3 of the Supplementary Material (Guo and Qiao, 2022) for
details on regularized FPCA with the selection of relevant tuning parameters and block
FISTA algorithm, respectively.
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Figure 2. Left and right graphs plot the directed networks with indegree=3 for p “ 14 stocks in
the financial and IT sectors, respectively.

To better visualize and interpret the network, we focus on p “ 14 stocks in the finan-
cial and information technology (IT) sections, respectively and set the row-wise sparsity
to 3/14, i.e. each node receives connections from 3 (indegree) out of 14 nodes. A more sys-
tematic method for determining the network sparsity level, e.g. via a significance testing,
needs to be developed. Figure 2 displays two directed networks based on the identified
sparsity structures in pA (estimated transition function) for stocks in two sectors. It sug-
gests that “MET” (Metlife) and “INTC” (Intel) together with “PYPL” (PayPal), placed
in the center of each network, provide the lowest levels of column-wise sparsity in the
financial and IT sectors, respectively, thus resulting in highest Granger-type causal im-
pacts on all the stocks in terms of their CIDR curves. Moreover, we consider p “ 28
stocks in both financial and IT sectors. Setting the row-wise sparsity to 1/7, we plot a
larger directed graph in Figure 3. We observe that more IT companies, e.g. PayPal, Qual-
comm and Intel, have relatively higher causal impacts. Interestingly, PayPal, as a leading
financial technology (FinTech) company belonging to both financial and IT sectors leads
to the the highest causal influence on others. See also Section H.2 of the Supplementary
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Figure 3. The directed graph with indegree=4 for p “ 28 stocks in the financial and IT sectors.

Material (Guo and Qiao, 2022) for additional empirical analysis.
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